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Global elite back at Bohemian Grove
Annual gathering brings
mystique and an economic
boost to Russian River area
By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMO C RAT

Whether it’s the influx of private jets at the Sonoma County
Airport, out-of-towners in pricey cars or roadside ads for the
upcoming Monte Rio Variety
Show, the signs are clear: The
annual encampment of rich
and powerful men at Bohemian
Grove is underway.

The exclusive, male-only
summer gathering in the redwoods of Monte Rio has been a
fixture for more than 130 years
and yet each July breathes an
air of mystery into the surrounding community — a humble town of modest means that,
for 18 days a year, has 2,400 of
the world’s elite ensconced in
the woods nearby.
But beyond the novelty of participation by globally important
political and corporate figures,
many in the Russian River community simply view the seasonal campout as a fact of life that
brings business and jobs into an

ever-struggling economy and
sponsors an annual community
fundraiser, to boot.
“Really, the only change that
I can see is you get a lot more
people asking for directions
from fancy cars,” said Anke
Larsen-Yfkamp, 16, who serves
some of the grove’s guests in
her job at the Village Inn &
Restaurant nearby.
The super-secret, San Francisco-based Bohemian Club
hosts the retreat at its 2,700-acre
grove down a narrow lane on
the south side of the Russian
River.
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The Charles M. Schulz-Sonoma County Airport is packed with planes
this week due to the Bohemian Grove encampment in Monte Rio.

Surge of
licenses
for drivers
in US
illegally

16 months after Palm Drive Hospital closed in Sebastopol,
new Sonoma West Medical Center set to take its place

More than half of licenses
issued in California this year
were facilitated by new law
By JANIE HAR
A S S O CI AT ED P R ES S

BETH SCHLANKER / The Press Democrat

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: Raymond Hino, center, CEO of Sonoma West Medical Center, jokes Thursday with Dr. Evan Bloom, left, and diagnostic imaging
manager Tammy Alander as they simulate an emergency-room-to-operating-room transfer in preparation for the new medical center’s opening in Sebastopol.

Poised for reopening
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE P RE S S D E MO C RAT

I

n a newly remodeled patient waiting room,
about a dozen nurses, doctors and other
medical staff listen attentively as MaryAnn
Mahoney details new processes and procedures
for treating patients at Sonoma West Medical
Center, which is expected to open in early
August.
Using “flow mapping” techniques, the
emergency department nurse guides the team
through procedures for nursing registration,
laboratory policies, language interpretation,
radiology and other services.
“We’re a whole new animal,” Mahoney said.

Elsewhere in the hospital, staff are testing
medical equipment and conducting numerous
patient drills and mock hospital scenarios. It’s
a major cram session aimed at getting every
aspect of the facility in order, including the new
electronic medical records system, the healthier
food menu, personnel staffing and admissions
procedures.
“We need to get it right, obviously, because
the No. 1 priority is safe patient care,” said
Raymond Hino, CEO of the Sonoma West Medical Center. “It has to be safe patient care from
the very first patient that walks in the door.”
Construction projects at the medical center,
formerly known as Palm Drive Hospital, were

SONOMA WEST
MEDICAL CENTER
■ A 25-bed acute care
facility at revamped site of
former Palm Drive Hospital
in Sebastopol.
■ Expected to open in
August after an inspection at
the end of the month.
■ Specialty institutes will
help cover cost of inpatient
services and a new ER.
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SAN FRANCISCO — After
a new law went into effect in
January, more than half of all
new driver’s licenses issued in
California this year have gone
to people who are in the country
illegally, the state said Friday.
The California Department of
Motor Vehicles reported it has
issued roughly 397,000 licenses
to people who live in the country illegally. A total of 759,000
licenses were issued in the first
six months of the year.
The DMV did not immediately have licensing numbers for
2014.
The new law initially generated huge interest, with long lines
at DMV offices in January and
February. The DMV expects to
see about 1 million more applicants over the next three years
who are covered under the new
law.
“We hope that all of those
people will be able to pass the
testing and have the necessary
documents to obtain” a license,
DMV spokeswoman Jessica
Gonzalez said.
Supporters of the law say giving licenses to people regardless of their immigration status
makes the roads safer for everyone. New drivers say having a
license means they can travel
more freely for work or pleasure.
Some people had been driving
without a license.
“It’s great that people are taking advantage of this new law,”
TURN TO SURGE, PAGE A7

Foiling homegrown plots more difficult than ever
Counterterrorism officials say
radicals in US have gotten better at
hiding intentions, communications
By CRAIG WHITLOCK and ADAM GOLDMAN
WASH I N GTON P OST

JOHN BAZEMORE / Associated Press

Laurie Norman cries Friday at a makeshift
memorial for victims of a shooting at a military
recruiting center in Chattanooga, Tenn.

As investigators sought to decipher
the motives of the gunman who targeted
military facilities in Chattanooga, Tenn.,
they also began to confront the uncomfortable question of whether counterterrorism agencies are reaching the practical limits of what they can do to detect
homegrown plots.
On Friday, federal officials said they

were investigating the Chattanooga
shootings as a possible terrorist attack
but were a long way from drawing conclusions. They said the gunman, 24-yearold Mohammad Youssef Abdulazeez,
had not previously drawn the attention
of authorities, save for a
drunken-driving charge a INSIDE
few months ago.
Should military
But Abdulazeez’s trav- recruiters be
els to the Middle East, his armed? / A4
acquisition of multiple
firearms and his recent online musings
about the meaning of Islam were coming
under fresh examination as hundreds of
federal agents sought to reconstruct his
movements and mindset.
“At this time, we have no indication he
TURN TO PLOTS, PAGE A7
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Motorists run for safety
from I-15 wildfire that
burns vehicles, then homes
in Southern California / A3
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